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Introduction
There are many societal pressures placed on women to appear a certain way. A prominent 

area where this is exemplified is armpit, leg, and pubic hair. Why are women expected to remove 
their hair while men are not? Where did this expectation originate from and why is there a 
difference between genders? A look at advertising campaigns in the past reveal some answers. 
Further investigation of marketing efforts reveal other ways women have been manipulated to 
feel pressure in maintaining certain hygienic habits, and prescribed feelings toward their bodies. 
 Additionally in the historic scope, a look at female activist designers provides examples 
of women sparking conversation about social and political injustices. Designers discussed 
include: The Guerrilla Girls, Barbara Kruger, and Jenny Holzer. The similarities in use of textual 
approaches to voice their opinions and bring about change exhibit effective design methods to 
communicate with the public and cause the general population to question policies, social 
hierarchies, and constructs. 

In the modern age, society is becoming more and more open to many things. A few 
remaining taboos concerning the female body are even starting to emerge from the dark, though 
the topics still have a long way to go as far as free speech and censorship are concerned. These 
taboos include female sexuality and masturbation, as well as the biological process of 
menstruation. Empowerment through education is being promoted through websites such as 
OMGyes and HappyPlayTime, which present information about female pleasure in approachable 
and interactive mediums. Sexual education, which plays an important role in promoting ease of 
sexual communication and consent, is also being presented in more accessible platforms, namely 
iTunes apps. Additionally, a comparison of male and female sex drives investigates the 
stereotype that men are innately more sexually driven than females. The assumption that they are 
plays a major role in the history of why women’s sexuality is such a taboo. This then leads into 
slut-shaming and the impact of society’s negative views toward sexually active women, the 
history behind it and the consequences of this sex-shaming stigma. Lastly, empowerment over 
these taboos is encouraged through literary works such as The Vagina Monologues, as well as 
discussion and argument against censorship of menstrual activity. Rupi Kaur’s photographic 
series Period. draws special attention to this topic and makes remarks toward the reality of 
people preferring to see women in a sexualized light and preferring not to see them in a natural, 
biological one, as things such as menstruation are more censored and hidden than pornographic 
and suggestive imagery. 

Through investigating these topics, looking at both historic and contemporary case 
studies, hopefully an understanding of taboos and expectations toward the female body are better 
understood. Once better understood, these social constructs can be questioned and re-evaluated. 
Discussion of the topic hopefully also bringing about a sense of ownership and empowerment.
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Historical Case Studies

Section I: Manipulative Advertising Affecting Women

Case Study: Gillette 
Advertisements hold power. They can sway opinions, convince purchases, and influence 

the demands of the market. They often times convince people of needs that they did not know 
they had. A strategy of this is to make consumers feel like they have a problem and the product 
will fix their new found problem for them. Often times, the methods deriving success in sales are 
fairly manipulative. For Gillette, the inventor of disposable razors, manipulation was a key tool 
to his success. This is a look at how his business tactics were pivotal in changing the way we 
look at body hair on women today, and the processes involved in its removal.

The start of hair removal for women in America, a new standard in beauty and appearance
Hair removal for woman did not always exist in America. Gillette was the spark to the 

fire, wanting to bring more sales to his company. He wanted to “double his profits by doubling 
his customers.” (Komar) He found his opportunity in the changing fashion, which was becoming 
more revealing with the sleeveless dresses and sheer sleeves of the 1920’s. Suddenly women 
were not as covered as they had previously been in the Victorian era and so with this 
change, their armpit hair was now on display, providing a perfect opportunity for Gillette. 
(Hansen, Komar) By making woman feel embarrassed about their now visible hair and 
insinuating that “the proper woman” was smoothly shaven he could create a whole new 
consumer group and dramatically increase his sales. When Gillette created the first disposable 
razor for men he had solved a problem, but when he made one for women, he created a problem. 

Hair removal in other areas of the world (including Egyptian, Greek, Middle East, and 
African cultures) dates back to early times and was seen in similar opinion as it is today: 
uncivilized. For some cultures, such as the ancient Egyptians, it was seen as a fashionable beauty 
choice. For others, like the Romans, it was seen as a signifier of class; upper class men and 
women participated in hair removal while lower class citizens did not. As Hansen states:

A clean-shaven man thus became the symbol of civilization and progress, while a bearded 
man became the symbol of slavery, servitude and barbarism.

This equated body hair to lower class and lower levels of hygiene due to the associations of the 
demographic of the time. This then may have had influence on those same associations today. 
Even though facial or body hair does not, in reality, equate to poor hygiene. European women, in 
distinction from other cultures, did not participate in the practice of hair removal, which explains 
why American women did not originally shave. (Hansen) In Chinese culture, women still do not 
commonly practice shaving habits. This is partially due to the fact that they do not have much 
body hair, but it shows that hair removal is not a universal practice. (Hansen, Ren)

Shaving was advertised as a necessary accessory to these new styles, and if you wanted to 
keep up with the modern woman you needed to participate. “Shaving wasn’t going to be a 
passing trend but a new part of what it meant to be a proper woman in society.” (Komar) If you 
did not shave you were made to feel embarrassed for being un-lady-like. Advertisements made 
women feel unsightly and unattractive if they kept their natural state of fuzz. They called 
underarm hair an “embarrassing personal problem.” (Komar) Calling hair growth that everyone 
has on their bodies a "personal problem" seems a bit untruthful, but there it was anyway. 
Companies related shaving and “smoothing" it to good grooming, calling body hair 
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unwanted and ugly, and making women feel uncleanly in their natural state. Ads played into the 
fears and insecurities of women, one even going so far as to suggest that you would be unloved 
and single if you didn’t shave. (Komar) They made it sound like fashionable women were 
already doing it and requesting it, when in reality they were creating the trend and forcing it upon 
woman as an expectation. This is not to say that men did not also face some critique about their 
facial hair from advertisers, men also participated in hair removal, and as years have passed that 
has occurred on more and more body mass. But hair on men is seen as masculine and 
hairlessness is seen as feminine, giving men more of a choice in their grooming habits as to what 
is seen as socially acceptable. (Smelik) Additionally, facial hair removal for men was seen as 
more of a practicality than a vanity. Men originally shaved their facial hair out of safety to 
prevent being easily beheaded in battle, as the beard provided an easy handle for enemy soldiers. 
(Hansen) Armpit hair, in contrast, serves no danger; making its removal unnecessary. The 
removal of it providing aesthetic and tactile purposes only.

To gain more business, Gillette tried to market for leg hair as well because the more you 
shaved the faster your razor would dull and the sooner you would need a new one. (Komar) 
However around the same time rayon was invented and with that flesh colored stockings, 
mimicking the look of bare legs instead of traditional thick dark stockings women wore. This 
became fashionable with the shorter hemlines of skirts and dresses. (Hansen) So hosiery was 
seen as the easier, preferable choice to shaving legs. However, that didn’t last long and in the 
1940’s the leg shaving game changed. This stemmed from two factors: World War II and pin up 
posters/photographs. The women in pinups wore short skirts and shorts with smooth legs, and 
women wanted to compete with that look. Smoothness was being advertised as the peak of 
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sexual appeal. Being attractive became a sort of “civic duty” women felt they were expected to 
uphold to maintain and boost moral for the nation and the men in the armed forces. Things like 
shaving and wearing red lipstick became acts of patriotism. (Komar) Sure woman were doing 
other things for the war, but it’s hard to imagine that one of their main jobs was being physically 
attractive. Women are capable of so much more than a pleasing appearance, and unfortunately 
that one thing is the single most desired by many (created by societal influences). This new 
identity for the ideal woman contrasts starkly with the ideal woman of the Victorian era. 
Previously expectations were more focused on the morality and character of a woman, not “her 
outward appearance.” (Hansen) 

Additionally, war rations also played a role: nylon and silk were needed for “parachutes 
and war uniforms,” (Komar) limiting the previous abundant accessibility and convenience of 
nude stockings. At first, women turned to liquid stockings—thick lotion meant to give the 
appearance of wearing pantyhose—because it was historically improper to be barelegged, but 
soon women decided that it was easier and cheaper to just shave and go barelegged because the 
liquid stockings really only worked with smooth legs anyway. The point of wearing stockings to 
begin with (other than warmth in cooler months) was to give the appearance of smooth legs, so 
really they were just eliminating a layer (or two if you count their recently removed natural 
fuzz). There was no turing back now. The progression of clothes shrinking and showing more 
skin continued, leading to more hair needing to be shaved or removed. This went all the way to 
bikini lines and Brazilian waxes, leaving the majority of women completely hairless from the 
head down. (Komar, Smelik) 

Expectations and Associations around body hair maintenance
Upkeep of this hairless state is generally seen in relation to sex and one’s social life. 

Although discussion around the topic is changing, becoming more choice oriented and self 
focused with body positivity, the expectation of upkeep usually relates to grooming for the 
pleasure of others. (Komar) The neglect of hair removal is rationalized and considered 
appropriate only when women are not engaged in romantic relationships, or are covered by more 
clothing in the winter. If a woman has a date or is planning on engaging in sexual activity it is 
considered necessary to prep by removing her body hair. (Komar) Because the expectation for 
women to be hairless is so high, many women won’t participate in certain activities or wear 
certain clothes unless they attend to what they consider appropriate hair removal beforehand. 
(Hansen) When a woman chooses not to remove said hair people assume she has become lazy 
and unconcerned with her sex appeal. This attitude is exhibited in the first Sex and the City 
movie. The four friends, Carrie, Samantha, Charlotte, and Miranda are laying by a pool when 
they notice (and are appalled by) pubic hair peeking out from Miranda’s bathing suit. They 
attribute the lack of grooming to “her status as a divorcee and single working mother who does 
not have the time nor the need to keep herself sexually attractive for a partner.” (Smelik) This 
perpetuates the mentality that pubic hair grooming is for the sexual pleasure of the partner, not 
for one’s self, and that pubic hair is appalling and unsightly. Why should hair detract from beauty 
and appeal? Why should the maintenance of a woman’s appearance be up-kept for others, and 
not her own comfort and contentment? As stated by poet, writer, and educator Warsan Shire:

It's not my responsibility to be beautiful. I'm not alive for that purpose. My existence is 
not about how desirable you find me.

Women’s existence is about so much more than appearance, it should be about who they are as 
people and what they are doing and accomplishing.  
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In addition, what is it that makes hairlessness so appealing and hair, particularly in the 
pubic area, so unappealing? Anneke Smelik attributes women’s pubic hair being disliked to 
several causes, some being traced back to Freudian psychology. In a more basic perspective 
though, appearing youthful is desirable.  As children are born hairless, and humans do not 
develop hair until puberty, hairlessness is equated to youth. It is through puberty and gaining 
adulthood that we develop hair along with the development of our sexual organs; however, hair 
on women in todays age is seen as sexually unattractive to the majority. It seems wrong that the 
thing that signifies womanhood must be reverted back to its prepubescent state, especially 
considering that maturity and sex should correlate while children and sexual activity should not. 
It also suggests that women should appear only for the pleasure of their partner and not for their 
own enjoyment of their physical being. As Smelik states: 

A hairless and slim body entertains a rather complex if not ambivalent relation to 
sexuality, as it both enhances the female body for sexual display while repressing the 
very signs of adult sexuality such as a curvy body and body hair.

Claiming that there is a dichotomy within the expectation of appearance and activity, and 
expressing the one sidedness of the matter. The social construct that women must be bare 
neglects to take into consideration the preferences of the woman, nor let her fully express herself 
without fear of judgement.  

Recent acts of rebellion
In the past couple of years, a rather rebellious trend has started up: dyed armpit hair. Though not 
all who participate in this trend see it as a an “act of political resistance…it becomes that because 
it really highlights the presence of the hair and the presence of this otherwise sort of silent or 
erased aspect of women’s bodies” (Newman) By dying the hair society has told women to 
remove its like a huge ‘screw you, I’ll do what I want and I’ll make it super fun and awesome.’ 
The women participating in this fad do it because they find it amusing and empowering. Why not 
make armpit hair more fun? If a tuft of brightly colored hair peeking out from under arms puts a 
smile on someones face then that’s a positive. In a deeper sense though, women are expressing 
themselves in an area that they have previously been suppressed. In reaction to this suppression, 
Alyssa Bishop, one of the women featured in a New York Times article about dyed armpit hair, 
points out her frustration towards inequality and expression of body hair. She mentions how if a 
guy posts a picture on social media in a tank top with his armpit hair showing that no one thinks 
twice about it. But if a woman does the same, people tend to react more negatively: suggesting 
that she is a feminist trying to call attention to herself and her choices. Maybe she is, but it’s still 
her choice to make. Why does it have to be looked at as out of the ordinary though? In a world of 
equality armpit hair showing or not showing on either gender would not be questioned either 
way. (Newman)
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Conclusion
The success of Gillette’s business and the manipulative advertising campaign used to 

achieve that negatively impacted the female population. It attacked women’s self esteem and 
confidence in their natural appearance. Leaving them without a choice over their body and 
preferences of their physical appearance. If they felt differently than the social standard they 
were made to feel dirty and ashamed. Literally stripping them of empowerment within their own 
appearance and sexuality. 
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Case Study: Lysol’s marketing campaign as “feminine hygiene”
Gillette is not alone in his use of manipulative marketing targeted towards women to 

increase sales. In this case study we inspect the manipulative advertising campaign of Lysol for 
uses of “feminine hygiene” in the twentieth century. Though the date range is un-solidified, 
around the 1940’s through 1960’s mainly, Lysol created a host of shocking and misogynistic 
advertisements seen in women’s magazines that promoted the use of their product to be used as a 
vaginal douche and contraceptive. However their intent for use as a contraceptive had to be done 
subtly because of contraceptive regulations and laws at the time. Lysol was devious in their 
attempts to increase business, using scare tactics to convince women to use their product in a 
way that was actually harmful to their bodies, though 
advertised as being “gentle” and recommended by 
doctors. 

Marketing Techniques
Lysol’s advertisements capitalized on the 

insecurities of women and their personal relationships, 
suggesting that their marriage would fail if they didn’t 
use the product. The ads used condescending language 
that portrayed women in a vulnerable and dependent 
role. Some of the ads suggested that using Lysol would 
prevent their husbands eyes from wandering and keep 
them loyal, others depicted scenes of women being 
kept distant from their husbands until the use of Lysol. 
Suggesting they could take matters into their own 
hands, and keep an intimate marriage if they just used 
the product as suggested. The advertisements attributed 
any potential marital problems to not maintaining 
“proper feminine hygiene” for their husbands. Placing 
responsibility on the female alone to take all measures 
to keep her man happy and engaged in their 
relationship. One advert states: “A man marries a 
woman because he loves her. So instead of blaming 
him if married love begins to cool, she should question 
herself.” (Eveleth, Gerson Institute)

Another questionable marketing technique used 
was the endorsement by fake European doctors. (The 
Forgotten History Blog) Many of the ads featured an 
image of a supposed doctor, recommending the use of 
the product and ensuring its safety. They stated that 
Lysol was “gentle, non-caustic…[and that it would] not 
harm delicate tissue. This was far from true as the Lysol 
formula at the time included cresol, which is “a phenol 
compound reported in some cases to cause 
inflammation, burning, and even death.” (Eveleth, 
Forgotten History, Historiann) Cases of Lysol poisoning were not unheard of. In regards to being 
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used as a contraceptive, yes the "Lysol was corrosive to the sperm but it also damaged tissue 
inside the woman,” (Eveleth) making the use of the product’s use as advertised unsafe.

The truth about douching
Lysol as a douche is harmful due to the fact that it was originally created for household 

cleaning, so not only is it an offense to bodily tissue in that regard, but douches in general are 
harmful to the female body. Douching strips the body of its natural healthy bacteria and messes 
with the vagina’s natural self cleaning process. Unlike the way washing your hands prevents you 
from getting sick, using soaps in the vagina can actually cause more problems, such as “vaginitis, 
chronic yeast infections, pregnancy complications, infertility and pelvic inflammatory 
disease.” (Gerson Institute)  As well, there is a link between regular douching and cervical cancer 
and it can make women more vulnerable to sexually transmitted infections. Contrary to popular 
belief, vaginas are self sufficient, they don’t need extra help in cleaning themselves. However, 
because the stigma around vaginas, and the shame women feel from that, regarding the 
cleanliness and scent of their lady parts they feel compelled to alter, freshen, and clean them. 
(Gerson Institute) Much of this stigma comes from advertisements such as the Lysol campaign, 
telling women that their vaginas are dirty, smelly, and making them unattractive to their 
husbands (or potential suitors). This stigma and fear of having an unpleasant vaginal smell 
continues today, only instead of “fear-mongering” (Historian) Lysol adverts, the leading brand 
Summer’s Eve promotes confidence through freshness and special attention to the area as a kind 
service their products cater to.  Though specially formulated for vaginal use and ph balanced in 
ways Lysol never way, their douching products are still not doctor recommended. However many 
women still “[believe] that douching is an expected and necessary part of feminine hygiene … 
due to advertisements that perpetuate these beliefs by preying on women’s insecurities, but also 
by well-intentioned but poorly-informed friends and family members.” (Gerson Institute) While 
the douche is in decline, external deodorants, washes, and wipes are on the rise, with Summer’s 
Eve focusing their marketing on these more popular items. Though these products are not 
harmful the way douches are, advertisements for them still perpetuate the female fear of vaginal 
odor. While both men and women may suffer from some odor in their respective “areas,” if 
externally washed properly with soap and water in the shower additional deodorants should not 
be necessary. The vulgar colloquial saying that it smells like fish when women open their legs is 
an offensive exaggeration that adds to the stigma and perpetuates the fear of being noticed and 
made fun of. The only time a woman may actually smell similar to that is if she is experiencing 
an infection, which should be solved by a doctoral remedy, not a douche or external deodorant. 
(Stevenson) And while the new age marketing for these products is less shame based, and more 
empowerment oriented, it continues to perpetuate the mentality of a need for such a product. 
Many of Summer’s Eve’s marketing slogans include “show [your vagina] a little love,” 
suggesting that if you do not use their product you are neglecting your body, which is in fact 
untrue. (Stevenson)

A side note on “vagina shame”
Just as these advertisements and products promote that vaginas are naturally unclean and 

dirty, society seems to frown upon the female sex organ as well. Many women feel insecure, 
ashamed, and resentful towards their private area; as well, they harbor feelings of guilt or 
difference from society when they feel kindly toward it or pleasure themselves. (Mckelle) Not 
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only have women been taught to be insure about its appearance, but we’ve subliminally been 
informed that vaginas are inferior and undesirable to possess. 

One way we have been taught this is its common use as an insult. One of the most 
offense words out there is ‘cunt,’ considered by many to be a higher level of insult. Signifying 
you could be nothing worse than the female sex organ. Additionally, if someone is being weak or 
lame they are called a ‘pussy.’ This insult suggests that vaginas are weak and inferior. (Mckelle) 
Certainly the word ‘dick’ is used in name calling when someone is being mean. But note the 
distinction here: dick equals mean, if you are being mean you are in the power seat upsetting 
someone else. If you are being a pussy you are the low one on the totem pole, suggesting an 
inferiority of the vagina and female sex to the the penis and male sex. Yet you probably never 
gave thought to this because sexism is so engrained in our culture. This is perpetuated in the use 
of the expression "grow some balls.” This saying refers to bucking up to do something and 
having nerve. (Mckelle) Anatomically, this portrayal seems a bit off as the male testicles are very 
sensitive and vulnerable to injury, yet the vagina is able to stretch enough to deliver a human 
baby and recover. Why not say “grow a vagina?” Why do we default to male superiority? In 
theory, this can be traced back to the influence of the Bible. Originating from the story of Adam 
and Eve and the creation of Eve from the ribs of Adam so that he would have a companion. This 
story has been misconstrued to be interpreted as women’s main purpose on Earth to be for men, 
and also a degree of female dependency on the male; as well as male dominance and primary 
existence. Female dependency on men is true, yes, for procreation, but not for as much as the 
story may suggest or has been interpreted from it. 

Lysol as Contraception
Though the Lysol adverts were discussing use for “feminine hygiene,” that was partly just 

a cover up for their suggestion of using Lysol as a contraceptive. (Eveleth, Gerson Institute) They 
hinted at the usage by using terms like “germ killer” and “germicide” that rhyme with sperm 
killer and spermicide. Though its use as a contraceptive was ineffective (about half the women 
that used it ended up pregnant and in some cases it increased the risk of pregnancy by pushing 
sperm further up the cervix) it was the most popular form of contraception from the 1920’s to the 
early 1960’s. (Gerson Institute, Historiann) This can be attributed to a few reasons. Firstly, 
proper birth control methods were not accessible. Birth control was illegal in the United States 
until 1965 for married couples, and 1972 for single people. (Eveleth) Diaphragms and cervical 
caps were not available and “the Pill” was not invented until the 1960’s, which is when Lysol 
usage decreased. (Historiann) Lysol was also a popular solution due to being inexpensive and a 
common household item. Additionally, you didn’t need to go see a doctor for it, you could 
simply pick it up at the store. (Historiann) This just shows how hugely accessibility and 
advertising can impact sexual and personal health. 

Conclusion
Both of these marketing campaigns (Gillette and Lysol) exhibit manipulative 

advertisements that prey on the female gender to increase sales for their company. Both 
examples promote altering the natural state of the female body, though neither necessary nor 
healthy (in the case of Lysol). Both also specifically affect the state of women’s vaginas and 
women’s confidence, or lack of, toward them, placing emphasis on their appearance and scent. 
Emphasis was also placed on sexual appeal and romantic relationships. Neither were marketed 
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with the comfort or preference of women in mind, both suggested use and maintenance for the 
purpose of others, particularly men.  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Section II: Famous Female Activist Designers 

Case Study: Guerrilla Girls
In contrast to the previous case study, the Guerilla Girls exhibit a positive example of 

feminist design activism. Known as (and self claiming to be) the “conscience of the art world,” 
they exhibited how to combine art and politics and create change accordingly in ways that had 
not been seen before. (Seiferle) Paving the way for female and minority artists of the future.

The 1980’s art world was a far less diverse place than it is today, museums contained 
mainly only caucasian male artists. The Guerrilla Girls are an all female group that came 
together to call the art world out on its bias, and has been advocating for various minority groups 
rights and other political injustices since. Their main tactic utilizes advertising techniques and 
calls out specific galleries, museums, or groups and exposes statistics about them, pointing out 
sexist or racist flaws they have and advocating for the underrepresentation of women and people 
of color. Their success lies in their use of humor and straightforwardness.  

The group, more specifically, was sparked in 1984 when the MoMA had an exhibition 
supposedly representing the world’s top artists. It was An International Survey of Recent 
Painting and Sculpture, and only 13 of the artists in the show were women—out of 169. When a 
group of women stood outside protesting, no one paid any attention, this led the women to 
pursue new tactics; and so, the Guerrilla Girls formed a year later attacking injustices with wit 
and strategic targeting. (Seiferle, Tate)

The groups main influences were the feminist movement of the 70s, and fellow artists 
Jenny Holzer and Barbara Kruger. Both Holzer and Kruger are known for their provocative text 
heavy designs and critical statements on culture, it is easy to see the connection between their 
activist work and the Guerrilla Girl’s. 

   

Work from Jenny Holzer
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Formal and Conceptual Characteristics
Although not a defining feature, and not always used, a formal aspect that cannot be 

ignored is the use of bold san-serif type. Kruger tends to use Futura Bold Oblique, and the 
Guerrilla Girls often used Futura Condensed ExtraBold. Holzer uses a variety of typefaces but 
many of her projected works also use Futura Condensed ExtraBold. The same typeface also 
appears to be used by the activist apparel brand FCKH8, who works to combat racism, sexism, 
and homophobia, and promote LGBTQ+ equality. What is it about these typefaces that lends 
itself so well to activist design?  

Conceptual characteristics employed by the group (and attributing to their success) are 
humor, irony, visual outrageousness, advertising techniques, and strategic targeting. By using 
these concepts they were taken more seriously by their audience. They demanded attention and 
received it whether the responding museums and companies liked it or not. By using humor in 
their work and in their outward appearance, wearing gorilla masks to not only represent their 
group but also hide their identities, people found them more likable than the typical protesting 

Work from Barbara Kruger

Work from the Guerrilla Girls
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feminist. It elevated the intelligence of their work, catered to higher class viewers, and got more 
of a reaction. (Seiferle)

Important works
Their best known piece of work is their billboard (and bus ad) Do Women Have To Be 

Naked To Get Into the Met. Museum? This compelling piece was created when the Guerrilla 
Girls counted the number of male and female nude artworks in the Met, and compared it to the 
number of male and female artists. They found that “less than 5% of the artists in the Modern Art 
Sections [were] women, but 85% of the nudes [were] female.” (Tate) To outline this injustice of 
representation and exclusivity they used the famous image of the female form from The Grand 
Odalisque by Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres and combined it with their iconic gorilla mask. 
Making the figure look as though she were growling about her displeasure at the situation and 
creating a juxtaposition of classical art with their own feminist branding. The juxtaposition 
extends in the contrast between the relaxed pose of the figure in the soft blankets holding the 
duster and the aggressiveness of the gorilla’s facial expression. (Seiferle, Tate)

Their second best known work: The Advantages of Being a Woman Artist, sarcastically 
outlines the “ways in which women are systematically excluded from art textbooks, exhibitions, 
and literature” (Seiferle) It uses thirteen statements, further emphasizing misfortune by using an 
unlucky number, that poke fun at female disadvantages and wrongdoings by males in the 
industry. Pointing out things like works done by women that men have gotten credit for, the 
social expectation of women choosing between motherhood and having a career, and not getting 
credit, if they get any at all, until the end of their career or life. (Seiferle)

Do Women Have To Be Naked To Get Into the Met. Museum? 1989, Screenprint on paper.
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Another highly acclaimed poster is this ironic letter to art collectors. Visually, the use of 
the “girly” cursive handwriting, flower doodle, and pink paper suggest feminine stereotypes. 
While verbally, the sweetly written and polite language references the expectation that women 
must always be “nice” and overly considerate of other’s feelings. (Seiferle)

Dearest Art Collector, 1986 Screenprint on paper

The Advantages of Being a Woman Artist, 1988
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Another notable work is their poster: When Racism & Sexism Are No Longer 
Fashionable, What Will Your Art Collection Be Worth? This piece points out the inequity in arts 
worth as art prices rose significantly in the later years of the 80’s for contemporary male artists, 
and white male artists alone. They list 67 women artists and artists of color’s names and make 
the claim that you could purchase one of each artists works for the same price paid for one Jasper 
Johns painting. As predicted by the Guerilla Girls, had any collector followed their advice and 
purchased works from the now famous, but previously overlooked artists due to gender or color, 
they “would now be a billionaire.” (Seiferle) 

By pointing out that one work by Jasper Johns was valued more highly than the work of 
all these women artists and artists of color put together, the Guerrilla Girls highlight the 
absurdity of the art world's sexist system of valuation. (Seiferle)

They make a valid financial argument and point that if art collectors want to be smart with their 
money and investments that they should diversify their portfolio. This presents not only a 
realistic statement but a play on words of actual investing advice with racial and gender diversity 
and art terminology. 

Case Study: Barbara Kruger

Medium and Message
Barbara Kruger is one of the most iconic female activist designers there is. Her signature 

style is easily recognizable: black and white appropriated images, and on top of the imagery: 
bold sans serif text highlighted in red. Her style stems from her training and early career amongst 
photographers and in the editorial field creating magazine layouts. (The Art History Archive) In 
the late 70’s she worked in black and white photography, and in 1979 she stopped taking photos 
and started using found imagery. The imagery used is often ironic in the sense that she takes 
images from magazines that represent the ideas she is arguing against. She typically worked from 

When Racism & Sexism Are No Longer Fashionable, What Will Your Art Collection Be Worth?, 1989 
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"mid-century American print-media sources, [and then collaged the words] directly over them,” 
juxtaposing her ideas with the media. (The Art History Archive) Her most recognizable works 
are relatable to advertisements, except instead of selling products she sells ideas. (Wolf) Though 
Kruger enjoyed the studio art and photography realm, she felt drawn to social and political 
concerns, hence the introduction of text to her work. Through her art she provides "commentaries 
on religion, sex, racial and gender stereotypes, consumerism, corporate greed, and power;” (The 
Art History Archive) and, “[encourages] the interrogation of contemporary 
circumstances.” (Wolf) Kruger says things like she sees them, and then drag others into the 
discussion too. Her main goal is to stir up conversation. She achieves this through the use of 
declarative statements, wit, and direct communication with the viewer—using personal pronouns 
such as I, you, your, we, and they. (The Art History Archive)

Kruger is categorized within conceptual art and postmodern feminism. (Wolf) Her style 
aligns with the agitprop style, which was originally communist political propaganda, but is more 
specifically within the field of art and literature. (The Art History Archive) Additionally, her work 
in the 1980’s captured the “era of Reaganomics.” (Wolf) ‘Reaganomics’ are explained in the 
dictionary as “the economic policies of the former US president Ronald Reagan, associated 
especially with the reduction of taxes and the promotion of unrestricted free-market activity.” 
This correlation particularly relates to Kruger’s piece Untitled (I shop therefore I am) from 1987. 
The slogan suggests that as a commercialist society people rely on purchased products to validate 
and enhance their existence.  

Notable work
The piece Untitled (Your body is a battleground) was designed for the  “1989 

reproductive rights protest, the March for Women’s Lives, in Washington, D.C.” (Wolf) The 
image of the woman staring at the viewer relates the physical being to the realities of legislature 
that brought about the protesting, creating a more impactful visual correlation. The directness of 

http://www.lilith-ezine.com/articles/sex/
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the image is also representational of Kruger’s direct expression of her opinions. The split with 
the reversed positive and negative rendering “[suggest] a highly simplified inner struggle of good 
versus evil” and brings up the continuation of the female struggle for power and equality. (Wolf) 

Case Study: Jenny Holzer

Medium and Message
Jenny Holzer is another name amongst the greats of anti-authoritarians in the art world. 

She works in a multitude of mediums and often displays her text based work in public places you 
wouldn’t expect. Displaying her work on t-shirts, billboards, parking meters, LED signs (which 
are her signature medium) and even condoms. (Glennon, Jeffries) For Holzer, “both [the] 
message and [the] medium are equally important,” the signature LED signs she uses are the same 
type that transmit “impersonal information in public places” such as dates, times, and traffic 
information. By using these industrial signs associated with information distribution she is able 
to “launch a sneak attack on the urban environment [because] in place of the impersonal signage 
we expect to encounter, we find private, personal, or politically sensitive information” instead. 
(Glennon) Holzer is an innovator in her field, being “one of the first artists to use information 
technology as a platform for political protest” voicing her opinions and presenting ideas in ways 
not seen before in the street art world. Her “[use of] public art as social intervention” has been 
pivotal in encouraging others to share their own ideas. (Glennon) She aims to “disrupt the 
passive reception of information from damaging sources” and “generate debate and make us 
think critically” (Glennon) much like Kruger and the Guerrilla Girls. They all have a common 
goal: get people thinking. Also similar to the Guerrilla Girls, in their choice to remain 
anonymous, Holzer wants people to consider her work without necessarily considering the artist. 
She states that:

I thought of my practice more like standing on a soapbox, but without actually being 

Untitled (Your body is a battleground), Photo silkscreen on vinyl, 1989
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there. The anonymity was critical. I wanted people to consider the ideas but not give 
more than passing thought to who produced them. (Glennon)

In the 70’s and 80’s Holzer would put posters around New York with text “culled from…
intellectuals” and then “sneak around the morning after” and observe how they were being 
interacted with or if anyone was stopping to look at them. The success of public art relies on 
people not only noticing but taking a moment to stop and investigate the work. In an article, she 
relays that: “people would cross out ones they didn't like and would star others. [She] liked that 
people would engage with them.” (Jeffries) At one point, when displaying work in museums she 
was criticized for becoming elitist because her work was no longer accessible to the public, but 
she’s very aware of her audience and prefers displaying her work in public spaces to make it as 
accessible as possible and reach as many minds as she can. (Glennon)

Though Holzer uses original writing in some of her work she prefers using the work of 
others because she does not consider herself a good writer and she wants to call attention to great 
work by others that may be going unnoticed. She uses “stark one-liners [that] call attention to 
social injustice and shed light on dark corners of the human psyche” (Glennon) as well as make 
poignant pieces of literature or information accessible to the public and draw attention to matters 
she finds important. Her current work draws attention to violence and war, and attempts to de-
normalize it by silkscreen printing and annotating “declassified documents from the US's 
National Security Archive.” (Jeffries) The authenticity of the documents packs an impact that 
would not be there without the use of appropriation of the materials. 

Her drive to create linguistic designs stems from her time in a Whitney Museum’s 
Independent Study Program. The program “believed in training artists as intellectuals, and 
[included] global literature and philosophy,” (Glennon) this opened her mind to new directions 
she had not considered before. Originally, Holzer wanted to be an abstract painter, doing work 
like Rothko and Ad Reinhardt. However, with the influence of the Whitney Museum program, 
she turned textual and activist.

He gave us a wonderful yet absolutely daunting reading list that, happily, I reacted 
against. I reduced all the reading to one-liners...I knew the reading list had genuinely 
important material and I knew most people in the world wouldn't read it. So I thought, 
'Maybe I can convey some of the valuable content in an accessible way.’ (Jeffries)

She shared these textual samples with people through posters and later other mediums such as 
her signature LED scrolling signs. She felt that working with the text of others allowed her to 
expand on the work more. (Jeffries) 

By creating work in common places, and in formats that art is not normally presented in, 
Holzer sparks interest and provokes thought and conversation over topics she considers 
important or notable. 

Conclusion
These female activist artists all have the same thing in common: their work serves to 

draw attention to social and political issues as well as other topics of interest that they feel should 
be given some thought, or brought up in conversation and discussed in a potential new light. The 
Guerrilla Girls, Barbara Kruger, and Jenny Holzer all use text based work with witty or 
provocative statements to get reactions from the viewer and fuel the fire of critical reflection on 
society. 
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Contemporary Case Studies: Taboo on female pleasure and sexuality 

Websites empowering women in their sexuality through education on self-pleasure 
 Two websites currently aiming to de-stigmatize masturbation for women, as well as 
educate on pleasure techniques (either on their own or with a partner) are OMGyes and 
HappyPlayTime. OMGyes is a website dedicated to “exploring the latest research and scientific 
understandings about variations in female pleasure.” (Way) It uses multimedia techniques such 
as video and simulation technology to educate people on women’s orgasms. This is the first 
informational guide of its kind, providing scientific research that had not previously been 
studied. OMGyes presents the information in a helpful, friend showing you what to do tone 
versus a couples based style, as many informational guides such as the ones you find on 
cosmopolitan.com or within the pages of their magazines advertising “steamy new sex moves” 
do. (Way) Previously, guides on sexual pleasure were written with a partner in mind, and often 
focused on how you could pleasure “your man.” Additionally, female masturbation videos on the 
internet that previously existed were there for pornographic reasons as a turn-on for the straight 
male gaze. (Bates, Huberlant) In opposition to these previous materials, OMGyes exists to help 
women find pleasure for themselves, and or help guide their partner as well. To aid this the 
creators placed a lot of thought into the presentation of the material: 
 “Instead of just making academic journal articles, we're making the findings practical,  
 real, and experiential in the form of documentary interviews - both explicit and non- 
 explicit - with real-life women, not actresses.” (Barns) 
To maximize approachability and understanding of the information, they tried to make the 
content as engaging and authentic as possible.  
 HappyPlayTime, which was intended to be an app but is currently developed as a 
website, focuses on teaching women how to pleasure themselves in a playful, un-intimidating 
way by creating a game-like user interface with a personified, illustrated clitoris and vulva. 
Though this visual style may come across as childish and overly soft, it is meant to be less crude 
and graphic. The creator of HappyPlayTime, Tina Gong, "grew up in a conservative family and 
was really sensitive to the expectations that culture placed on [her]—so much so that [she] grew 
up alienated from [her] own body.” (Way) Her creation of the app was her way of "[overcoming 
her] own embarrassment over sex and sexuality,” and through that, hopefully doing the same for 
others through usage of the resource. She wants the app to serve as a "step towards sexual 
liberation for women and their bodies” (Vagianos) Gong relays stats on female masturbation 
habits and points out the lack of information girls are typically provided with growing up. Sure 
we are all taught sexual education in school, and hopefully by our parents, but is enough 
information being given? Not only is there a lack of proper sexual health information being 
taught, but there is a serious lack of sexual pleasure being taught. Actress Shailene Woodley even 
goes so far as to suggest there would be fewer teen pregnancies if girls felt more comfortable 
releasing their sexual tension on their own, instead of looking to others to fulfill all the hormonal 
desires they are feeling at that age. (Evans-Harding)  
 Girls need to learn that sex is for them too. It should not just be about pleasing a partner, 
and also that it does not always need to include one. Masturbation truly is a form of self love, not 
only physically but emotionally. If women can not feel comfortable with themselves how are 
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they supposed to feel fully comfortable with others? (Di Donato) Additionally, if girls aren’t 
taught that sexual pleasure is for them too they are more likely to do things for the sake of 
pleasing a partner, even if it is uncomfortable for them. Women taking ownership of their 
sexuality means that women are making choices. Choices mean consent, choices mean a woman 
can speak up if something doesn’t feel good, choices mean equality. If women don’t own their 
sexuality they let someone else own it, they give into objectification, and they submit themselves 
to an emotionally compromising relationship with their bodies and what they let others do to 
them. Women who have agency over their sexuality generally have more confidence, are less 
afraid to go after what they want, and are more likely to use the word ‘no.’  
 

 The reason HappyPlayTime is on the web and not in app form is that the Apple iTunes 
store has rejected it, expressing that it is too inappropriate and that they are “[uninterested] in the 
concept.” The reasons they gave from their handbook were: 
 16.1: Apps that present excessively objectionable or crude content will be rejected 
 18:1: Apps containing pornographic material, defined by Webster’s Dictionary as  
 “explicit descriptions or displays of sexual organs or activities intended to stimulate  
 erotic rather than aesthetic or emotional feelings”, will be rejected. (Vagianos) 
While HappyPlayTime does break these restrictions due to its imagery (although it is rendered in 
a fairly harmless and refined illustrative style) and content, it is not the only app in the iTunes 
store that would be doing so. There are many other apps breaking these rules that give 
suggestions on couples sex positions and activities. This just shows the taboo surrounding sex 
without a penis.  
 Another app working to “normalize the conversation about female sexual 
pleasure” (Way) that was banned from the iTunes app store was La Petite Mort. It featured 
extremely pixilated vulvas that when touched different ways would visually simulate pleasure 

Screen examples from HappyPlayTime
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and climax. The app promoted positive communication techniques by showing text on screen 
that would say things like “‘Slow down,’ or, ‘I’m sensitive.’” (Way) Normalizing the need for 
instruction and communication during sex, something many people have a hard time with. 
Particularly women, who are afraid to hurt their partner’s feelings, do not know how to vocalize 
what they want, feel uncomfortable using terminology, or simply do not know what they do like 
enough to help improve the experience. This is where websites and apps like these are helpful in 
normalizing and educating women on what may feel good for them, how to do it, and how to talk 
about it. The creators of the La Petite Mort recognize this, agreeing that "many women are still 
too timid to express their desires and wishes sexually, and this will lead to an unsatisfying sex 
life,” with their app they wanted to “convey more of a feeling and art experience, an opening to 
the touching and hearing senses, and not just the visual.” (Way) Promoting awareness and 
positive feelings toward the topic and helping to break the taboo.  

Stigma surrounding female masturbation   
 So where does this stigma surrounding female masturbation stem from? Why is it that 
when women bring it up they are so many times replied to with disgust, but men are able to talk 
about the topic with each other freely? Part of this may stem from the way culture “[allows] men 
to be agents of their own sexuality, while women [are] objects to be consumed by those 
agents.” (Fleischer) Men are given permission to be sexual, while women are not. (Borreli) Men 
are expected to be horny, and proactive in seeking sexual pleasure, while women are meant to be 
meek and pure. When women are more outgoing in their desire for sex there is a cultural history 
of shaming. Many women do not want to be labeled as slutty or promiscuous. Another reason 
this discrepancy stems from is the way young boys and girls are talked to about sex. Boys are 
taught to be safe and not get girls pregnant but “sow their seeds” shall we say; whereas girls are 

Screen examples from La Petite Mort
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taught to protect their virginity and not be tricked into giving it away. It is talked about as if she 
is losing something once she has sex, versus men who gain pride with their sexual experiences. 
From a young age, girls are not taught to own their sexuality, they are taught that it is something 
to protect and hide away for fear of coming across provocatively or being taken advantage of. 
(Fleischer) It becomes about someone else, and not themselves. (Huberlant) Additionally, when 
children are in developmental stages and begin to show curiosity toward their bodies, touching 
themselves as part of discovery, “parents and teachers often have a reflexive response 'don't do 
that,' so the message given to the child is it's naughty, it's shameful, it's forbidden.” (Borreli) 
Instead of explaining or promoting the discovery in private, from the very start we are taught that 
touching ourselves is wrong.  
 Another influencer Fleischer believes has impacted women’s secrecy towards the topic is 
that anatomically women’s sexual parts are more hidden. For men, their sexuality is hanging in 
front of them, making it “more accessible,” but for women, everything is pretty hidden away, 
mystery adding to insecurity and uncertainty. Shockingly, many women have not even bothered 
to look at themselves down there, they do not even know what their bodies look like. (Ensler, 
Fleischer) Additionally, “women seem to need validation — they need to know that other people 
are doing it too” (Fleischer) However, because it’s not already out in the open, they’re all afraid 
to bring it up. This is why women like Lena Dunham and Amy Schumer, comedians known for 
their frank discussion of their own sexuality, as well as shows like Sex and the City are so 
popular. They talk about the things most people are too afraid to, people look to them to provide 
them with insight and reassurance that they are not alone. This is why informational websites 
like OMGyes and HappyPlayTime are so important as well in providing resources for women to 
go to without having to navigate their way around male-centric pornographic material to try to 
learn more about their sexuality. Resources found within that sphere also further skew women’s 
perception of behavior because it is created with the excitement of the male in mind and 
dramatized to fulfill fantasies. (Barns)  

Touch in relation to feminine hygiene products  
 There is such a stigma and discomfort around women touching themselves, many will not 
even do it to use certain feminine hygiene products. Tampons come with applicators to avoid any 
contact with the body. “For many people, there was a lot of discomfort with the idea of women 
touching themselves in any way in their vaginal or labia area, especially young girls.” Tampons 
also faced backlash because people were concerned that they would break the hymen (which was 
correlated with breaking when a woman loses her virginity) and even worse—that they could 
potentially serve as erotically pleasurable. None of which is true. Other women prefer the use of 
tampons with applicators because they do not want to get their fingers “dirty.” (Fetters) It is for 
similar reasons that many women do not use menstrual cups. They get squeamish at the idea of 
having to get so up close and personal with their bodies and the natural process of releasing the 
uterine lining. What they do not realize is how liberating it can be to learn more about your body 
and become comfortable with it. When women use a menstrual cup it requires them to actually 
touch their bodies, and not in a sexual way, simply a self navigation and understanding, helping 
them to better understand their own anatomy, which can be an empowering experience. As they 
say—knowledge is power. Additionally, it forces them to actually see the contents being 
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discharged out of their bodies, which can seem a bit gory but can be fascinating from a 
scientifically curious point of view and also in getting in touch with the functions of one’s body 
on a higher level. (Larbi) 

Stigma surrounding menstruation 
 It seems, there are many natural things about a woman’s body that people are 
uncomfortable with. One of these things comes on a monthly basis, it is their periods. 
Advertising on feminine products promotes this secrecy, using terminology like “whisper, secret, 
and discreet” (Jupp) Many women feel the need to hide their sanitary products and go through 
lengths to subtly bring them to the bathroom at work or school so as not to alert anyone to the 
fact that it is their time of the month. It can be a particularly stressful moment to a woman when 
she is ill-prepared to receive her period and must go fetch either a tampon, pad, or menstrual cup 
from her belongings (in the hopes that she even has one available!) and return to the bathroom. 
The oddity of a second trip bringing attention to her situation or arousing a source of curiosity 
for others as to why she would need to return. (Beck) Bathroom matters, although everyone has 
needs regarding them still provoke a fair amount of awkwardness and secrecy in our culture; 
however, periods seem to take that to another level. Tampons are apparently so scandalous that 
they were the only “prop in one of the … Fifty Shades of Grey sex scenes deemed too risqué for 
the movie adaptation.” (Fetters) Pulling attention to the fact that society generally feels more 

comfortable seeing women in a sexual light but not in a biological sense. (Jupp) Rupi Kaur, who 
recently published her second poetry book and has been a source for relatable relationship and 
sexual content for many women, has also art directed a series of photographs called Period. in 
which she depicts scenes of what women go through on their periods (such as overnight leaks, 
discomfort from cramping, stained laundry, and more. She created the series as a way to fight 
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against the view that periods are dirty. Through it, she voices her opinion that they are beautiful 
and represent “life, love, and labor,” (Kaur) and points out that without them there would not be 
humankind. She believes this natural process should be valued for all it provides for the 
procreation of humanity, and what women endure to provide that. She also questions why 
women have been made to hide this process as if there is something wrong with it, (Kaur) when 
in reality regular menstruation is just a sign that women’s bodies are functioning properly and 
that they are healthy. (Jupp) Kaur’s point that periods are unmentionable was further proved 
when her photo was flagged as inappropriate and taken down from Instagram not only once, but 
twice. Kaur spoke out about this on Facebook and Tumblr, which created even more publicity for 

the topic. Instagram has now replaced the images, saying they were taken down by mistake but 
did not comment when questioned further. (Gray) People discussing the taboo of menstruation 
have also pointed out the use of blue liquid in feminine hygiene product advertisements, used to 
demonstrate the absorbency of the product, clearly steer clear of what actual menstrual matter is 
like and keeps everything very sanitary looking. People will watch gory horror movies and TV 
shows, but they don’t want to see the color red associated with women’s periods. Tampon and 
pad companies use almost any color but red in their packaging, avoiding the association 
altogether. (Beck, Gray) Obviously, it is understandable for people to dislike blood, or used 
feminine products, but the dislike for clean, unused ones seems questionable. “In one study, 
people had worse impressions of a woman who dropped a tampon out of her bag than if she 
dropped something innocuous like a hair clip, and even avoided sitting near her.” (Beck) Why 
the social stigma? People don’t hide clean facial tissues or clean toilet paper; why are feminine 
products seen so differently? In positive news, the mindset in America is changing and 
companies are slowly shifting away from all the “subtlety” advertising and more towards 
embracing female bodies and biology, but it is going to take some time before there is a universal 
openness of the subject. (Beck) The United States is at least is more open than other cultures, 
where girls and women cannot participate in certain activities if they are on their period such as 
cook or go to school, or even enter their place of worship. (Jupp) There is still huge 

http://pwq.sagepub.com/content/26/2/131.short
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discrimination in other parts of the world, placing females at a huge disadvantage. American 
women, albeit having to hide their sanitary products and occasionally feel embarrassment, at 
least for the most part are still able to perform tasks as if they normally would and attend their 
daily schedules.  

Male sexual drive compared to female  
 The notion that men are more open about self-pleasure because they have societal 
permission to be more sexual prompts a question: are men actually more sexually inclined than 
females? Or are they just portrayed that way? Looking at the classic study done by Clark and 
Hatfield in the 1970’s on gender differences in reciprocity to dating and casual sex, one would 
come to the conclusion that men, in fact, are more open to casual sex and have a higher sex 
drive. This comes from the data of both male and female students being approached by a member 
of the opposite sex and saying: “I’ve noticed you around campus. I find you to be very 
attractive,” and then asking either “would you go out tonight?”, or “will you come over to my 
apartment?”, or “would you go to bed with me?” The results were that 75% of men said yes to 
sex, while 0% of women did, and 50% said yes to a date for each gender. (Tappé) This would 
make it seem as though women are less open to casual sex. But Stafford brings up the question 
of whether it is biological or societal? Are women just uninterested in casual sex, or is there a 
different reason why they are saying no. After further investigation towards why each gender 
responded the way they did, results showed that women were concerned about their safety, and 
did not trust a stranger’s out of the blue proposal to have sex. Whereas the men who declined 
stated that they were not attracted to the girl, they didn’t know her, or that the request was “too 
forward (and therefore too “easy.”) Safety was rarely a determining factor for the males. (Tappé) 
The decline based on a girl being assertive (and that being the unattractive determinant) once 
again promotes the idea that women are not pursuers, nor is it favorable for them to be sexually 
forward. 
 To investigate whether the difference in interest is biological or based on societal 
influence, a new study was performed by Andreas Baranowski and Heiko Hecht. This time “they 
designed an elaborate cover scenario designed to make the participants believe they could accept 
offers of sex without fear of anyone finding out, or of physical danger” (Stafford) to try to even 
out the playing field. It was staged to the participants as helping a dating company with their 
algorithm. They were then presented with photos of people that they said had indicated interest 
already. The results of this changed the previous findings dramatically. The more controlled 
environment took away the fear factor of people’s intent and provided a sense of anonymity. 
Now, both men and women answered somewhat equally, men chose slightly more than three out 
of the ten women they would sleep with, and women chose slightly less than 3 of the men. 
(Stafford) This would suggest that women’s sex drive rivals men’s. However, Roy F. Baumeister 
does not believe that is the case. He chose to measure libidos in a different way, he compared 
men and women on the following behaviors: how often they think about sex, how often they 
have sexual fantasies, how often they have sex, how many partners they have had, how often 
they masturbate, and how much effort they devote to having sex. (Baumeister) After cultivating 
research within these indicators he came to the conclusion that overall men do indeed have a 
stronger sex drive than women. They proved to participate more in all indicators; but that doesn’t 
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mean it is the same across the board, there are still variants within each gender. One should never 
assume that a man’s sex drive is high just because he is a man, just as one should not assume the 
opposite for a woman.  

The consequences of slut-shaming: Part I 
One of the reasons women feel they can not be as sexually forward or transparent about 

their sexuality is the cultural disapproval women face if they come across in an overly sexual 
manner or are cavalier with their intimate activities. Women are name called: tarts, sluts, whores, 
hoes, skanks, tramps, harlots, etc. when they face this disapproval, yet there is a contradiction 
here. Women are constantly portrayed in sexy ways for the male gaze, scantily clad and posed 
seductively. So which is it, where is the line of distinction between ok and not ok? Prudes are 
judged equally hard as their slutty counterparts, and there is the expectation of being both 
naughty and nice. As Usher so famously raps in his song Yeah!: “[Men] want a lady in the street 
but a freak in the bed.”  

The cultural tradition of men being able to be sexual beings, but women not, has deep 
roots in religion. In Christianity, for example, sex is "considered impure.” (Huberlant) Men were 
excused from this sin “because the ejaculation of sperm actually required one to orgasm…[so it 
became] accepted that their uncontrollable nature was incurable” and was acceptable as long as it 
was used for the purposes of "reproduction within marriage.” (Huberlant) Pleasure is not 
necessary for women to reproduce, so therefore it was not something for women to enjoy. Sex 
was something to be regulated and controlled, particularly for the women. It was undisciplined 
and sinful to partake in the pleasures of human flesh. These religious views and regulations 
were essentially the start to slut-shaming.  

Slut-shaming plays a major role in the sexuality of many women. Women fear embracing 
their sexual inclinations and expressions out of concern of how their peers will see them. They 
do not want to be labeled.  Yet they are, conflictingly, at the same time “encouraged, even 
expected, to present themselves as sexually knowing and sophisticated, both online and offline. 
Being “hot” or sexy is part of the recipe of heterosexual femininity.” Women are caught in a 
balancing act, attempting not to “cross the invisible and ever-shifting boundary between ‘sexy’ 
and ‘slutty.’” “If she calls too much attention to her sexiness” is called a slut, but if she lacks it 
then she is made to feel embarrassed for her innocence and assumed inexperience. (Tanenbaum) 
As Amanda Marcotte puts it while discussing the phrase “the walk of shame”: 

Beyond just the obvious gross sex negativity of the phrase “walk of shame,” the problem 
here is that young women are being subject to a bunch of unfair mixed messages. After 
all, from the time they hit puberty, we’re hitting girls with the message that being 
attractive, dating, and getting a boyfriend are paramount to their existence. The only thing 
girls hear is more shameful than being seen as sexual is being seen as someone who is 
forever alone, without male companionship. (Yes, this is all very heterocentric, but that’s 
the nature of these kind of mixed, gender-policing, woman-shaming messages.) Then 
they go out and do exactly as they’re told to do—get pretty, go out, and attract boys—and 
then when nature takes its course, we fling the word “shame” at them.

Many women are unable to take ownership of their sexuality due to this history of shame and sin 
being associated with it for so long. In using the example of the expression “the walk of shame,” 
society has literally labeled the walk a woman is making the morning after having presumably 
spent the night in a man’s bed as a dishonorable, disgraceful act. Essentially saying: how bad of 
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you to spend time in a bed other than your own, participating in pleasurable activities that are 
dirty and inappropriate. Is it the obviousness that people dislike; the fact that she is wearing 
clothes from the night before that makes the walk more dishonorable? What if she had gone over 
for an afternoon of scandalous activities, and no one knew any different because her walk back 
was now inconspicuous, what then? Would it still be a disgrace if the man stayed at her place? 
Who is seen as the sexual instigator in that scenario, the male or female? If it is the male then 
society would not have a problem with it, but if it is the woman, then how dare she seek 
pleasure! But according to societies views towards female masturbation and the necessity to have 
a penis involved in sexual acts, which is the lesser of two evils? Or, should she just remain pure 
and celibate until it is time for her to please a man? Many women, looking to own their sexuality 
have renamed the necessary walk back a “pride stride” of “trek of triumph” to counter the 
negative connotations and own their sexuality just as a man would. (Marcotte)

This sex-shaming culture ultimately leads to a more harmful environment than an open 
one would promote. By making women feel ashamed for having active sex lives, it can make 
them hesitant to bring up important information with their doctors, or even get checked for STIs 
(sexually transmitted diseases). When people are embarrassed to talk about sex, having important 
conversations about sexual health become more difficult, as does putting sexually healthy 
practices into play, like speaking up about wearing a condom. 

The consequences of slut-shaming: Part II 
An observational study done in 2004 on a university campus researched women’s journey 

throughout their years there and picked up on patterns in sexual name calling. What they noticed 
was that the term slut was not necessarily linked to behavior. Yes, it was used in reference to 
behavior in some cases—seeing girls wear what was deemed “trashy” clothing, public displays 
of sexual activity such as dancing inappropriately or excessive PDA, or having sex with a lot of 
partners—but more often than not it was used in reference to people because they were disliked, 
or there was another “unrelated personality [trait], like meanness or unattractiveness” (Khazan) 
that provoked the term. Jabbing at someone’s sexuality whether accurate or not, is an impactful 
insult. Often used against girls not in the friend group, or alternatively, used when describing the 
girls in certain cliques. It seems that the term slut is more of an indicator of dislike towards 
someone’s general character, not their sexual practices. One distinction that stood out in how 
women were talked about and viewed was economic class. Upper class students identified 
sluttiness with how girls dressed and behaved, which was usually improper in comparison to 
how they were raised, and they equated the term with “trashiness.” (Khazan) However, 
hypocritically, the upper class girls, because they socially and economically already had the 
upper hand, got away with being more sexual because they were unbothered by potential insults 
from “their lower-status peers” (Khazan) In this case study, slut-shaming is a mixture of 
economic status, popularity, and openness of behavior. 

Slut-shaming can have far bigger effects than a hurt ego though, once seen in such a light 
women may be more likely to be sexually assaulted because people see her as “asking for it” and 
in a sexual light that may not be accurate of the woman’s actual desires. Women’s sexuality has 
often been used as an excuse in rape culture. Even more horrific effects of slut-shaming were 
seen in the shooting that occurred in Santa Barbara in 2014. Where Elliot Rodger, a sexually 
frustrated male went on a shooting spree aiming to eradicate all the “spoiled, stuck-up blonde 
[sluts]” that would not sleep with him. In Roger’s “137-page manifesto” (Guengerich) he 
expresses his hate toward sex, his feelings of it being unattainable, and hatred toward the men 
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and women who were enjoying it. His frustrations developed into a consuming and powerful 
view of the world. As an article on “Rage and the Problems of Male Sexual Privilege” by 
Guengerich describes:

Over the following few years, his idea of destroying sex altogether metastasized into a 
plan to annihilate women and the men who engage in sex with them. Rodger’s manifesto 
traces his descent from sexual frustration into misogyny. He blames women for his sexual 
desire and then hates them for not fulfilling it.

Elliot Rodger is not the first “sexually frustrated [male to go] on the warpath, it is sadly a 
common theme in history. Men plundering villages and raping women as if it is their right to 
have sexual pleasure. In Homer’s Iliad, Guengerich points out that “Homer assumes that it’s the 
prerogative of Achilles and Agamemnon – their privilege as males – to fight over sexual 
possession of Briseis. Which man she may have wanted, if indeed she wanted either of them, 
isn’t part of the story.” Women’s sexual consent has been missing for far too long and sadly is 
still missing today in many cases of sexual assault and harassment. As Jaclyn Friedman points 
out “in her column in TIME magazine on the shortcomings of sex education in 
America:” (Guengerich) 

Sex is a commodity that men acquire from women. “Under this paradigm,” she says, 
“women’s bodies are a means to an end for men, whether that end is physical 
gratification, validation of their masculinity, or both. For women, that means that sex may 
be about us, but it’s not for us… If we sleep with men we’re sluts who are “asking for” 
sexual assault, and if we say no we’re cruel bitches,” a crime Elliot Rodger and his ilk see 
as punishable by death.

This view of women as sexual objects to be possessed without consideration for what they want 
plays a large part in rape culture and objectification of women, and because of it, has shaped the 
underlying fear women possess today. Men may argue that not every man is like that and women 
should not assume the worst, but out of defense women often have to until proven wrong. It is a 
difficult view for men to understand when they have always been the ones in the power-seat. 
Many topics relating to women’s sexual and reproductive health are hard for men to understand 
because they themselves do not experience it, which is why there are so many discrepancies in 
politics over these topics. Currently (and for a long time now) concerning Planned Parenthood, 
contraception, and abortion. Men have had a say over women’s bodies for too long, it is time the 
saying “my body, my choice” was actually listened to and abided by. 

Planned Parenthood
Planned Parenthood provides a great source of empowerment for women over their 

sexual health, particularly for women living in a lower income bracket who otherwise may not be 
able to afford care. Planned Parenthood often gets a bad rap because of abortions, but what 
people do not realize is that that is a very small portion of what they do. The majority of their 
work is preventative care and sexual education. In fact, they are “the nation’s largest provider of 
sex education” and their preventative care “helps prevent unintended pregnancies through 
contraception, reduce the spread of sexually transmitted infections through testing and treatment, 
and screen for cervical and other cancers.” (Planned Parenthood) By providing family planning 
care and education Planned Parenthood has helped many women stay healthy, have families 
when they are ready to (and not prematurely) and have more successful futures due to having a 
choice over reproduction. 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/education
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/sleep
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/law-and-crime
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Apps for Sexual Education 
A large part of sexual empowerment comes from sexual education and feeling 

comfortable in discussions around it. In attempts to improve sex education for teens, and make 
the topic more approachable, several apps have been developed. Apps present a practical 
resource for teens because it is on a platform they are using more often than not. Additionally, by 
creating apps instead of websites it allows for some of the information to be accessed without 
internet which is useful for teens in lower income or rural living situations who may not have 
access to consistent internet. (Matchar) Applications on the iTunes market, such as Real Talk, It 
Matters, Juicebox, My Sex Doctor, and SexPositive are trying to make sexual education 
information more interesting and approachable to teens and college students by providing the 
information in a way the demographic connects with. Juicebox presents itself in the form of a 
social app where people can post stories about things that have happened to them and also ask 
questions that will be answered by health professionals. Users can browse through posts to find 
relatable content, know they are not alone, and get their questions answered anonymously. 
(Kessler) Real Talk provides information in the form of anecdotal text conversations, emojis and 
all. Conveying the information in a form teens do not mind reading. This format also helps teens 
remember the information because stories are much easier to recall than statistics and hard facts. 
Apps are convenient because users can access the information whenever and do so anonymously. 
Many students don’t feel comfortable asking their questions in a school environment because 
they do not want their peers to judge them, which then prevents them from getting the 
information they need to know and can make them feel insecure in their sexuality or continue a 
lack of healthy practices. (Matchar) Other apps on the market not only provide helpful 
information and judgment free question and answer chats, but can help locate nearby clinics. 
(Sanoff) Provision of these educational apps, in formats that make people want to engage with 
them, can only improve the sexual health and empowerment of America’s youth, who then age 
up into sexually empowered adults. 

Literature empowering women in their sexuality 
 In further efforts to debunk the stigma surrounding women’s bodies and promote women 
being comfortable with (and embracing) their lady parts, Eve Ensler’s play The Vagina 
Monologues gives 18 monologues on how women feel about their vaginas. Though it is a 
fictional play it is based on interviews with real women and their experiences. The play covers 
things from humorous discoveries and expressions of pleasure and self love, to horrors, 
embarrassments, frustrations, and heart wrenching narratives of rape. Ensler sees her work as “a 
crusade to wipe out the shame and embarrassment that many women still associate with their 
bodies or their sexuality.” (Plummer) By relaying frank and honest stories from women, the play 
helps women become more in touch with their own experiences, it affirms struggles they 
themselves have had either in embracing themselves or in being able to share their thoughts and 
feelings with others about such a private topic. Interviewing women for the play also provided 
women with a therapeutic chance to share about things they have had to keep inside, things that 
were a source of insecurity, maybe even a source of shame. At the end of one monologue one 
woman states:  
 You happy? You made me talk — you got it out of me. You got an old lady to talk about   
 her down-there. You feel better now? (She takes a moment.) You know, actually, you’re  
 the first person I ever told about this, and I feel a little better. (Ensler) 
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Women need a safe place to share and learn and ask questions about their bodies, a culture of 
openness needs to be created for the sake of harnessing empowerment through knowledge. We 
live in a fairly sexually open society, sharing narratives of one-night stands and favorite positions 
in the bedroom; however, we skirt around the topic women many need to hear about most. A 
topic that leads them to be their own best advocate, can improve self-esteem and mood, and aid 
efforts of relaxation and “even relieve menstrual cramps.” (Borreli) Orgasms are a powerful tool 
in self care. When there is the ability to give that gift to oneself why are not more women 
celebrating it?  
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Conclusion: 
 In America’s past, there have been some pretty devious advertising campaigns. Two that 
have impacted women and their perception of themselves and their bodies, are Gillette marketing 
hair removal to women, and Lysol advertising its product as a douche and contraceptive. These 
campaigns have impacted women by affecting how they feel about the natural state of their 
bodies, and compelling them to alter them not for their own comfort or pleasure but for that of 
others. Conveying the message that women’s bodies are for the senses of others; they must look, 
smell, and feel beautiful, smooth, and fresh for other people, particularly men. This perpetuates 
the idea of women’s portrayal for the male gaze. Additionally, these messages being sent to 
women not only promote a sense of insecurity, but rely on it to be successful in their marketing 
goals. As well, they shame any women not following the created social norm. Women need to be 
re-empowered with having choices over their bodies and appearances, and know that they can 
make decisions based on what makes them feel best, without feeling obligated to maintain 
certain practices for the pleasure of others. They should also be allowed to feel beautiful in their 
natural state, without hair removal or other means of primping and alteration.  

Women also need to be empowered in taboo topics such as self-pleasure, their sexuality, 
and their periods. Strides are being made in this area through informational websites, iTunes 
applications, photographic series, and literary works. Through education and a culture change of 
conversation, visual censorship, and general openness about female reproductive systems and 
sexuality more women will feel comfortable with their bodies. It’s time for women to stop 
feeling like they have to hide things and change things about themselves, so that they can come 
across attractive, or even acceptable to society. Overall, women need to stop being torn down by 
media and marketing schemes, be encouraged to be more confident, and then have their 
confidence accepted instead of judged and looked at as boastful or annoying.

Further research, in relation to this topic, could be done on beauty standards regarding 
weight, body shape, and facial makeup. Body shape in particular has gone through many 
different “fads,” and advertisements have targeted women in similar conniving fashion as 
Gillette and Lysol did in the past, dictating how women should appear so that they are attractive 
to men. A look at heteronormativity and gender stereotypes in advertisements could also be done. 
In addition, diet companies are constantly marketing unhealthy methods of weight loss to people, 
and shaming body types and weights. Discussion concerning gender and facial makeup could 
also be discussed, questioning why women are constantly being made to feel like they need to 
improve their appearance with various products, while men tend to be more accepting of their 
natural features. Women need to embrace their natural traits and be confident in what they have 
to offer from their personality, not their appearance. It is not women’s jobs to be beautiful, they 
do not exist for the male gaze (a deeper look into the origins and effects of the male gaze could 
also be researched). Time spent on personal appearance takes away from productivity in other 
areas, imagine what else could be accomplished or enjoyed with that time spent in front of the 
mirror. This is not meant to shame people for vanity, people have the choice to use their time as 
they wish and to create whatever appearance for themselves that they prefer. It is simply meant 
to suggest options and fight against expectations. 

This paper, as well as the future accompanying design project, aims to spark conversation 
over these topics concerning the female gender, learn more about history concerning them, and 
then pass that knowledge on to others so that women may feel more empowered over their 
bodies and the decisions they make toward them. 


